
CLEAN BEAUTY &
MOVEMENT

Why clean cosmetics are
important and why we

need to move our bodies.



Clean Beauty

We always pay attention to what we put into our bodies and
what foods are best for us, but what about what we put onto our

bodies? 
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Our Skin 
Our skin is the largest organ of all, and it has a great ability to

absorb many of the products you apply.
 

A lot of us go about our daily routines using body wash,
shampoos, and soaps that unknowingly contain potentially

irritating chemicals and added nasties.
 

This means that we're feeding our bodies ingredients like
parabens and perfumes that could potentially be harmful.



Choose...
Clean Beauty
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Clean beauty products are made without any harmful ingredients. Ingredient
technology has advanced so much during recent years that there is no need to fill

products with added nasties, the power of clean beauty is more than enough.
 

At Evolve we take it one step further and use the best natural and organic ingredients
that we can find. This means that we allow the genius works of nature to nourish your

bodies.
 

Not only is clean beauty better for your skin but also for the environment too. Think
about the ingredients inside synthetic products and the damage they can be doing to

our planet. 
 

Ingredients like parabens and synthetic fragrences are washed away down sinks after
using and end up in our waterways. This means they can affect our animals, with

these chemicals accumulating in the tissues of fish and other wildlife.



Benefits of Natural Beauty Products

They can reduce skin
irritation because they don't

contains harsh chemicals
that often leave skin feeling

dry and sore.
 

They have been used for
centuries! Many natural

ingredients that we use today
have been developed in

various cultures from ancient
remedies.

 
They could help you save

money in the long run. A lot of
common synthetic products
are cheap but we use a lot of

them because they don't
work. Applying layer after

layer of moisturiser can cost
a lot. But the quality of

natural skincare is much
higher so you use less

product over time.
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Move Your Body

Moving your body is essential for both your mental and physical
health. When we move our bodies it gets our heart beating and
our blood flowing, so it is important we take the time to move

each day.
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How Can We Move?
 

Daily movement doesn't necessarily  mean completing intense
exercises each afternoon, or pushing yourself until you can

barely move again, but just simply moving. 
 

This can be anything from enjoying a daily walk, practing yoga,
or even just dancing around your kitchen as you cook dinner of

an evening. It is important that you take it at your own pace.



Try...
Here's what we love
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Yoga combines breathing techniques along with exercise and stretches to help you
move and strengthen your body whilst relaxing your mind. The best thing about yoga is

anyone can do it no matter what age or fitness level. If you want to try a simple yoga
routine then visit our Wellness Centre on our homepage and download our At Home

Wellness Toolkit!

Cycling is a great way to enjoy moving your body. You can take it as slow and gentle or
as intense as you like, based on your own ability! It is a great way to relax and enjoy
your surroundings at the same time, whilst helping you to destress and strengthen

your body. 

Walking is perhaps the easiest way to get your body moving. If it is not too far, why not
walk to your local shop intead of taking the car or other transport. Or even just take a
little stroll around your neighbourhood. You might be surprised at how calming it can

be when you take a short break from your day to enjoy your surroundings!

Walking

Cycling

Yoga



Benefits of Moving Your Body

 Improve circulation

Encourage the flow of

lymph fluid

Boost energy

Enhance Your Mood

Regulate Digestion

Decrease stress

Improve posture and

coordination

Strengthen muscles

Improve sleep

Improve cardiovascular

health
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